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What is Simple:

Thoughts on Turkish Cuisine
By Margot Russell

T

hanks to conquerors and wanderers
we have Turkish cuisine—which is,
according to culinary experts, one
of the three great cuisines of the
world.

The origin of Turkish food is traced back to Central
Asia, the ancient homeland of the Turks. But the
old civilizations of the Middle East, Arab, Persian
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and Byzantine all had a part in the creation of the
bountiful Turkish kitchen. It’s the ultimate fusion
cuisine.
And think about this: the Ottoman Empire
covered three continents for 600 years. They
controlled the spice trade.
Need I say more?
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sustaining itself.

It was during the rise of the Ottoman Empire
that the skill of the Turkish kitchen came into its
own. Centuries of Ottoman rule helped to spread
Turkish ingredients and recipes into Eastern
Europe and throughout the Middle East. Recipes
here are like roadmaps to the past—sometimes
a thousand years in the making. Chefs who once
prided themselves in serving French dishes in
their restaurants are rediscovering old recipes
and preparation methods and reigniting their
passion for authentic Turkish cooking.

The job of the traveler is to sample it all.
The Ever-Present Vegetable
In three weeks of traveling more than 3,000 miles
through Turkey, one food in particular became
the honorary but expected guest at every meal:
The vegetable.
To appreciate Turkish cuisine is to embrace the
vegetable (kebabs aside), and that is to say that
the cuisine is based on what is fresh. And fresh is
mostly local.

And we must give a round of applause to their
geography—a country blessed with rolling hills
and fertile land and abundant rain and sunshine.
Turkey straddles both Europe and Asia, and
the varied geography yields an endless variety
of things from fruits to nuts to vegetables and
olives, legumes and seafood. Turkey is one of
the few countries in the world that is capable of

For breakfast, there are fresh cucumbers, chunks
of tomatoes, white cheese and a bowl of olives.
Scrambled eggs are tossed with tomatoes. The
salad bar opens early in the morning and there’s
often a tall bottle of locally pressed olive oil for
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dressing your greens or to sprinkle on freshly
sliced vegetables.

-called zeytinyagli—hails from the Ottomans
and means cooked in olive oil. Turkey is the only
country that has a special category in its cuisine
for dishes made with oil.

Vegetables for lunch might consist of a small plate
of acili ezme to start---spicy mashed tomatoes
with onion and green herbs, or patlican salatas—
grilled eggplant salad. Eggplant, or aubergine, is
fundamental to Turkish cooking, and most cooks
are able to summon up at least 40 recipes that
include it.

Braised leeks served at the end of a meal is a
tradition in Turkey, which holds that the leek has
opium-related qualities that will induce sleep.
Green beans, cabbage or spinach are common
substitutes for this dish if you’re not inclined to
leeks.

And the braised vegetables! Make no mistake:
Olive oil is the star of these dishes, but the
vegetable always co-stars. The Turks will take a
simple thing like fresh leeks, and braise them
with diced carrots, yellow onion and rice in a
generous amount of olive oil. At the end, a bit
of lemon juice and dill is added to accentuate
the leeks. This approach to cooking vegetables-

Turkish cooking is inventive, and creativity in the
kitchen is often expressed in stuffed vegetable
dishes (or dolma)—a staple of Turkish cuisine.
Boiled green peppers, for example, are stuffed
with heavily spiced rice. Pine nuts, currants, dried
mint, cinnamon or allspice are added which
brings true Turkish flavor to the dish
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The tomato leads the list of vegetable production
here, offering more than 400 varieties. It’s one of
the most popular vegetables on the table, along
with the bean from the legume family.
Near the Süleymaniye Mosque in Istanbul, the
masters of kuru fasulye (white beans and rice)
offer up their versions of this incredibly popular
and versatile dish. Legumes are an important
staple in the Turkish diet and they seem to do
them like no one else. Kuru fasulye consists of
Anatolian-style white beans cooked in a spicy
tomato sauce.
Erzincanli Ali Baba is a restaurant located just
opposite of the famous mosque, and it’s a longtime institution that knows its beans. Their kuru
fasulye consists of white beans stewed with lamb
in a spicy tomato sauce and then served over
rice pilaf with pickles on the side. Pickles—and
pickled vegetables like cabbage--- work as a sour
accompaniment to contrast the nutty, buttery
taste of the popular pilaf.

fishermen who grill the fish right in their boats
after returning from sea.

This is the dish I tucked into memory and made
when I got home, using cannellini beans, fresh
tomatoes and (gasp!) pork rather than lamb. It’s
an adaptable dish that can be braised or stewed
or not fussed over as the flavors meld in a slow
cooker. For a vegetarian dish, slices of green
pepper are often substituted for meat.

With thousands of miles of coastline, seafood is
abundant here and the differences in temperatures
and environment in the surrounding seas bring
varying flavors and characteristics to the fish
stock. Considered perfect as it is, few restaurants
venture into complicated sauces. You’re more
likely to be served fish that is grilled or fried, or
perhaps steamed and then stewed with peppers,
tomatoes, onions and mushrooms.

A Meal of Fish
Fish is an undisputed favorite that inspires
seafood connoisseurs to leave their own kitchens
and dine elsewhere.

The typical fish dinner starts with several mezes
(small plates) like rice stuffed vine leaves, a plate
of Kalamata olives, and always a slice or two of
beyaz peynir--which is a traditional white cheese.
Mezes and salads are meant to accompany and
enrich the taste of the fish, which is always caught
and prepared on the same day.

I found piles of mussels on vendors’ carts served
with squirts of lemon juice; fresh sea bass was
proudly presented for approval before it was
steamed in restaurants perched along the
Bosporus River in Istanbul. Fish sandwiches
are sold at the mouth of the Golden Horn by

The ever-present salad will arrive with several
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types of greens perhaps (or just a lovely trio of
cucumbers, tomatoes and olives drizzled in oil),
before the prized fish is paraded to your table, its
preparation dependent on the type of fish and
the season in which it’s caught.

sardines of the Dardanelles and the sea bream
of the Aegean. Other varieties--- mackerel, tuna,
turbot, bonito and bluefish—are common to
the seas, but each maintains its own flavor and
characteristics depending on where it is caught
and what month it is served.

The best places to enjoy fish are in traditional fish
restaurants or taverns—often found at a cozy
spot overlooking the sea. Modest taverns have
old wooden tables and rickety chairs but boast
good fish. The more upscale fish restaurants
have terraces with seaside tables where diners
select their own fish and discuss its preparation
with the staff. None of this would be complete
without a bit of raki—the national drink of Turkey.
It was originally developed as an alternative to
absinthe and is similar to Greek ouzo and Italian
grappa.

Certain vegetables compliment the taste of
fish: bonito is often served with arugula and red
onions; mackerel is stuffed with chopped onion
before grilling, and fish that are caught in the
summer months--which tend to be younger and
drier--are poached with tomatoes and green
peppers. . Winter is a time when many species
of fish migrate from the Black Sea to the warmer
waters of the south and have usually reached
maturity and are ready for the net when they
arrive. Just as summer vegetables begin to wane,
the best of the fish appears on Turkish plates.

Each sea in Turkey has fish that it claims
exclusively: the hamsi (anchovies) of the Black
Sea, the istavrit (mackerel) of the Marmara, the

There are oysters, mussels, herring and shrimp:
A lovely meal at a restaurant by the Aegean sea
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in the city of Izmir was a plate of grilled shrimp
served with a bright, spicy purée called red
harrissa—which boasts a red bell pepper base
with vibrant additions like chilies, cumin and
garlic.

after dinner. No one cares about mousse and
cake when summer arrives. Just slice up fruit in
some beautiful way, said one chef, and serve it
on a small white plate after the entree has been
cleared away. What is simple is good in Turkey,
and that’s the way it should be, really. Serve what
you’ve grown at the peak of its perfection and
don’t fuss with it too much.

Fruit and Other Joys
And then there’s fruit.

There are peaches—both golden and white. And
melons and grapes and sour cherry preserves
and a whole array of dried fruits.

Fruit looks like this in Turkey: Huge chunks
of fresh watermelon sold by vendors in clear
plastic bowls, and halved purple pomegranates
with seeds spilling everywhere. There are dried
apricots so plump and delicious you swear you’ve
never had a real one before, and the cherries! I
bought giant cherries from roadside stands and I
picked them from trees and I left a trail of pits in
Western Turkey.

It’s the land of plenty.
The other great world cuisines—the cuisines of
the French and Chinese—are usually based on
a single element; the way sauce is elemental to
France or what pasta is to Italy.

Fruit is the star at breakfast and often the dessert

But the Turkish cuisine doesn’t have that “one
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yemekleri—the essence of home cooking, or
what we might call comfort food.
I frequented meyhanes— restaurants where
waiters march out a parade of small plates and
allow you to embrace those things that personify
Turkish flavor: bulgur salad with red pepper
paste; zucchini fritters; eggplant (aubergine)
mashed and mixed with seasonings; pickled
sea bass, hummus, falafel, and tashi--a dip
made from tahini, garlic and lemon juice with a
garnish of chopped parsley.
Meats at a meyhane might include spicy lamb
and beef sausages, meatballs, and of course,
kebabs, which usually consist of lamb, chicken
or beef.
The kebab—perhaps the best known fast food
of Turkish cuisine—is often prepared as a doner
kebab (or a gyro) and is typically veal, lamb or
beef shaped into a giant cone and cooked on
a vertical spit over a charcoal grill. The meat is

thing.” It has everything instead. And maybe
that’s why it is reputed to be the most balanced.
When you are blessed with rolling hills and fertile
land and oceans and lakes and history, there is
variety.
But one of the best surprises was the honeycomb.
Each morning, more often than not, I’d find a
rectangular honeycomb recently confiscated
from a beehive and presented at the breakfast
buffet, elevated and slowly dripping drops of
honey onto a plate beneath it. I ask you: What
is more perfect than a honeycomb offering its
bounty to a fresh bowl of homemade yogurt?
They say that Turks like to eat at home, and they
only go to restaurants to be reminded why they
love their mother’s cooking.
Although fast food restaurants have become
a part of modern Turkish culture, they will not
replace the passion Turks have for their ana
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lamb sweetbreads and intestines with tomato,
wild thyme and red pepper flakes all wrapped
up in flat bread. The uninitiated don’t study the
ingredients too closely, but dig in with their eyes
closed.
Edible Souvenirs
What you take home with you from a journey to
Turkey is less the packets of spices and the jars
of honey and bottles of olive oil—but more the
essence of a culture that may forever change
your culinary sensibilities.
There is no going back to your old ways: You
demand good olive oil in your cupboards
thereafter; you begin to use sumac; you use
lettuces sparingly and add more beans to your
salads instead.
You come to appreciate the simplicity of a single
piece of watermelon.
What you’re trying to do, you realize later, is to
allow the essence of food to shine on its own
as the Turkish do, to accentuate sparingly and
marvel at the perfection of a simply grilled fish, a
piece of ripe fruit, or a teaspoon of honey.

thinly shaved, then wrapped in a flatbread (like
lavash or pita) and topped with tomato, onion,
lettuce, pickled cucumber or chili.
Bread alone is a Turkish institution and it’s usually
baked twice a day, early in the morning and late
in the afternoon. You don’t find packaged breads
in Turkey. It is always bought fresh, while it is still
crisp and sometimes warm, and is typically eaten
at every meal. There is flat bread and round bread
and pita bread and lavash bread—a thin bread
suitable for wrapping foods.

There is something to be said about visiting a
place that causes you to pause and marvel at a
dried apricot or a handful of nuts. And you take
this home with you—this notion that food can
be uncomplicated and enchanting at the same
time.
We tend to think of Turkish food as spicy or
exotic, but their cuisine is carefully balanced in
flavor. The range of spices most often used in
mainstream Turkish cooking include cumin,
black pepper, red pepper flakes, sumac, wild
thyme and mint.

It’s possible to exist on street food in the cities of
Turkey and an argument can be made that street
food here has what it takes to trump haute food.
There are kebabs of every kind and flaky pastries
filled with cheese or meat. Leavened flatbread
pizza is topped with melted cheese and spicy
sausage, and vendor’s carts spill corn on the cob
sprinkled with salt or spices.

At the Spice Bazar in Istanbul, it is tempting to
pack up what is best about Turkey and haul it
home. Along the busy aisles, dried apricots are

And then there is the exotic, like kokorrigi—
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road in central Turkey, and I stepped on top of
an ancient Roman column protruding from the
path.
Standing there, within the shadow of mountains
and along the fertile land, I had the sense that
we can’t really know Turkey; we can only sense
its depth.

boxed; spices are bagged; coffee is packaged
and nuts are shrunk in plastic wrap.
I bought red pepper flakes and boxes of apricots
and bags of blended spices for the barbecue. I
filled bags with Ottoman tea that is blended with
chunks of cinnamon, hibiscus, cloves, orange,
apple, thyme and lemon. I munched on fresh
pistachios all the way home, and on hazelnuts
dipped in chocolate and sprinkled with sesame
seeds.

And it seems that we can taste it, too.

About the Author

But away from the city, my favorite purchase
was a small bottle of olive oil, sold to me on the
side of the road by an old man who grows and
presses his own olives. Close to the last drop at
home, I regret I hadn’t bought it all.

Margot Russell is a freelance writer, the author of
several books and a former news broadcaster and
reporter. She is also a Certified International Tour
Director and the owner of Blue World Journeys--a
tour company that specializes in treks to Machu
Picchu.

They say people come to Turkey for the history
and stay for the food.
I remember a moment as I walked along a Roman
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